THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
FRENCH INSTITUTIONS IN INBO-CHINA
Political and Civil Liberties
The separation of powers, universal manhood suffrage, the
tion of the state, liberty of press, speech, and assembly	be
for the cardinal points of French administrative institutions. What
has happened to them in Indo-China illustrates the devious
of circumstance on the best of theories, and the special
engendered by colonization.
Separating the judickl and administrative powers, and
the state have succeeded in dissolving Annamite	like the
mandarinate and the commune. Yet they have        had an
effect in saddling the country with bureaucracy and	The
autonomy which the Governor-General succeeded in
the Metropole was barely salvaged from a parallel	at
pendence on the part of the local governments
In a colony the administration, ever in the presence of a
hostile population, must perforce dominate, and the	by
which this is accomplished is the regime of decrees. The result is
despotic power for the central government, and this is as
by the colonials as by the natives. To be sure, the	are
to etatisjm and rigid bureaucratic formalism in France, but in a
colony the development of commerce, industry,        even
demand more supple and original solutions. The state,	of
hostility and nervous of colonial Inittstive, has	in
discipline within its own ranis. There is	in a	the
French state's perennial anxiety to keep control of -every
its jealous husbanding of power. This explains the	of
tions to voice colonial opinion; until the recent	of the
Cofitei/, the Chambers of Agriculture and Commerce were
the sole vehicles of such egression. Such a	up of	is
uncongenial to the Freadb temperament,	it	for the
violence of the I&do*£hi&e8e press and the	of
grievances to the bar of Paris opoaogou The         of
tion wrangling can only be laid wbea more oppoitiiKiity is	to
colony for self-eaq>ressioa, if art for
The case for native opinion is both more	acute. IMale
are not used to die exercise of        liberties^
conquerors has developed A&osK&ifce	aft
legitimately tbeir concern*	a* erf	ante

